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Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India

MODEL
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Varna Family |瓦尔纳家族
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Supermodel style, stylish workspace

Beautiful, stylistic and functional, 
Model is designed to blast the traditional office. 

Visually striking appearance and bold color combinations 
make it stand out at the first sight. 

Everyday is a fashion show, and Model is your best choice! 
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As Individual As You   
Glitzy and modern, Model chair makes a good statement of confidence. 
A peice of classic that never goes out of style.
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Model’s slender legs help to constitute a chic profile while stacking-up 
design takes up less space and enhances convenient storage. 
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The artistic sled base of Model makes it look stylish on its own and even more 
stylish when grouped by connectors. 
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Poetic curves give you appropriate “push back” when you recline, and the 
unique armrest design makes it possible for this chair to be placed on the 
desk, bringing many conveniences for clean-up.  

Distinctive in Its Details
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Creativity doesn’t wait for that perfect moment. It fashions 
its own perfect moments out of ordinary ones.

Model is born to be unique, bold and unconventional. Eye-catching four-leg spider 
base adds an artistic appeal to the surroundings and encourages people around to 
think outside the box. An intersection of beauty, stability and functionality. 
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Model introduces distinctive Chinese fashion elements 
to modern workplaces. By cooperating with Mold Company, 

we make fish scale texture a symbol of the Model chair.

Beautiful 
anywhere
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Always Ready 
to Bounce Back 

Crafted with highly resilient PP, the backrest holds up your body and 
bounces back intuitively.
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Eyes 
on shape

Model, just as its name conveys, is blessed with a curvy body. 
Every part is well-defined to create a perfect stunner. 

 .
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Bo u n c e Ba c k
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A Charming 
Beauty
The slim and long legs give Model a commanding presence, while 
the foam-made seat cushion shows its tenderness. 
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Eye-pleasing options 
for cushions
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Anything 
but Ordinary
Model can either harmonize with desks or simply 
stands alone as it can be configured with a writing 
board. 
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360° rotating small writing board together with 
180° rotating supporting rod is designed to 
satisfy practical needs. 

Break the Limit 
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Model is configured with no-noise casters 
so that it can always respond to changes and 
provide a flexible solution.  

A Quick-Change Artist
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Under-chair shelf can store bags and papers, allowing for easy and 
elegant decluttering. 

Ideas for Better Neatness 
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Model is designed with innovative base structures, which 
means the seating surface can be placed on the desk surface 
when you need to clean the floor.  

Release your hands
when cleaning !
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Simplified leg design has a reserved statement of line that boasts 
broad application potential. 

Keep It Organized
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Material 

Unibody Frame / Base

Five-star Base / Sled Base

Seat Cushion

Warm White Coral Ginger Yellow Ink Black

Warm White Ink Black

Morandi Green

CMD10GS
W540*D510*H850(mm)

CMD15GS
W610*D490*H850(mm)

CMD71BS
W540*D480*H1000(mm)

CMD12GS
W585*D510*H850(mm)

CMD17GS
W510*D495*H850(mm)

CMD52BS
W540*D480*H850(mm)

CMD14MS
W540*D480*H850(mm)

CMD19GS
W480*D510*H850(mm)

CMD11GS
W540*D510*H850(mm)

CMD16GS
W595*D490*H850(mm)

CMD51GS
W540*D480*H850(mm)

CMD13GS
W540*D480*H850(mm)

CMD18GS
W510*D495*H850(mm)

CMD70GS
W495*D495*H1140(mm)

CMD50GS
W510*D510*H850(mm)

CMD30PJ
W415*D420*H44(mm)

Specification

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

Chair back/leg optional colors

Seat cushion optional colors

Crosspieces for enhanced stability

Hidden screw cap

Leg ends increase friction 

Vibrant colors help to spark emotional 
responses and light up your mood. 

Alluring to the Eye

TM-CI21 TM-CI30

TM-CI27

TM-CI35TM-CI29 TM-CI42 TM-CI60 TM-CI81 TM-CI62TM-CI82TM-CI80TM-CI83

TM-CI10

TM-CI50


